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Worship as an action to be done v19-22a: 
 *Ah, get Who this is that is informing us  
 > woman’s perception v19, 25 
 > Jesus’ remark v26, straight up & out 
 > woman’s thinking v29 “Can this be…?” 
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Worship as an action to be done v19-22a: 
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 >His answering, not in an external place/time  act 
 >His next point, what you worship you do not know  
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   OT preparation and Jesus as per NT  
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Worth-ship as a relationship to be lived v22b-26: 
 *Then, when u r a genuine worshipper v23,24 
  > it must be in spirit - see Ps. 45:1, 103:1-5, 
    57:7, 108:1, Philipp. 3:3 We are those …who worship  
        by  the Spirit of God  and glory in Jesus Christ… 
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  > it must be in spirit - Ps. 103:1-5, Philipp. 3:3  
  > it must be in truth - real as per His word  
    Ps. 103:1-5 & John 17:17   
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Worth-ship as a relationship to be lived v22b-26: 
 *Then, when u r a genuine worshipper v23,24 
  > it must be in spirit - Ps. 103:1-5, Philipp. 3:3  
  > it must be in truth - real as per His word  
    Ps. 103:1-5 & John 17:17 eg. Ps. 23, 145,  
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Worth-ship as a relationship to be lived v22b-26: 
 *Then, when u r a genuine worshipper v23,24 
 * Finally, where this will take you v23b  
             Can this be - Messiah The Christ?   
                      Oh Yeah!! 
     


